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ACT I, SCENE I
Day 1.  The Spademans’ apartment

WALTER
No accountability. None. I don’t feel right about this. Actually, I’ve never felt 
right about this whole Simpson deal.

MALLORY (OS)
The school scheduled a consultation.

WALTER
Scheduled. Not asked. Just said this person would be here... 47 minutes ago. I 
really don’t like their superior attitude.

MALLORY (OS)
It’s the most expensive pre-college in the city. 

WALTER
“Pre-college.” Whatever happened to calling these places high schools?

MALLORY (OS)
Do you want our daughter to get anything less than the best? Walter?

WALTER
“Best” is one thing. Absurdly overpriced is another. Money doesn’t guarantee 
quality, ya know. 

MALLORY
It’s not like we’re paying for it, Walter.

WALTER
Doesn’t make a difference. She’s almost an hour late. Don’t they teach people 
how to tell time in such a “good” school?

MALLORY (OS)
When they want to meet with us, we are obligated to comply. It’s part of the 
contract. And besides, it’s rush hour.

WALTER
So I’m just supposed to not mind that she shows up whenever she wants. It’s bad 
enough we have to postpone dinner for this.

[MALLORY doesn’t respond]

 [To himself] It would be nice of you gave a shit.

MALLORY
[Entering] Did you say something?

WALTER
No.
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MALLORY
If you’re going to talk to me, you need to speak up. I can’t hear you in the kitchen
unless you speak up.

[MALLORY exits]

WALTER
I’m sorry. 

MALLORY
[Entering] What did you say?

WALTER
I was talking to myself.

MALLORY
Well, have a good conversation. Dinner will be ready just after she leaves.  If you 
want a snack, you can have some cheese. I have some cut on the counter.

WALTER
Then I’ll have cheese in my teeth when I talk. My breath will smell like cheddar.

MALLORY
It’s artisanal Muenster. It came from Austria. 

 [MALLORY crosses opposite side of stage]

WALTER
Hitler came from Austria. He was into artisanal genocide.

MALLORY
Peaches? Honey? Wanna come out and meet our guest? We’d really like it if you 
came out and said hello and talked with us for a while. She came a long way to 
come see us. Peaches? Honey? Mommy would like you to answer her. Peaches? 
Honey, please come out for mommy and daddy.

WALTER
Just go in there and make her come out.

MALLORY
And how am I supposed to do that? 

[Extremely loud Viking folk metal blares from PEACHES’ room] 

WALTER
Ohferchrissakes. I’m pulling the breaker.

MALLORY
Walter, touch nothing! 

WALTER
And let this cacophony continue?
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MALLORY
She’s responding! At least let her express herself! [To bedroom door] Peaches? 
Our guest is coming up. Don’t you want to meet her?

[Doorbell rings]

MALLORY
I’ll get it.

[Crosses opposite. Re-enters with SIERRA NOVA]

SIERRA NOVA
Good evening, Mary! I’m Sierra Nova.

MALLORY
It’s Mallory, actually.

SIERRA NOVA
The case file has you listed as Mary.

WALTER
We can have it changed.

MALLORY
Please come in. Make yourself comfortable.

WALTER
 Case file?

SIERRA NOVA
Is there a way to turn the music down a bit, do you think?

MALLORY
That’s our daughter, Peaches. She won’t come out but at least we know she’s 
interested in what’s going on. Her Wednesday therapist says it’s a healthy sign to 
communicate through music. It helps her express what she’s not comfortable 
putting into words. It’s a form of Nordic folk music.

SIERRA NOVA
How eclectic.

[SIERRA NOVA begins writing in notebook]

WALTER
We think she has a desire to pillage the coast of New Jersey.

MALLORY
Can I offer you something to drink?

SIERRA NOVA
Do you have any organic, double-strained guava juice?

MALLORY
I’m afraid we don’t. We have apple juice, orange juice, and I think grapefruit 
soda.
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SIERRA NOVA
Just water.

[MALLORY exits. The music stops. SIERRA NOVA moves to chair,
which is piled high with books. Walter takes books off and puts 
them on the coffee table. SIERRA NOVA sits.]

WALTER
Please excuse the mess. The maid was just deported.

SIERRA NOVA
I’m so sorry.

WALTER
Must have been a lot of traffic.

SIERRA NOVA
No. Clear as a bell all the way through.

WALTER
[Looking at his watch] Oh. Well. That’s good.

MALLORY
[Re-entering] Here you are.

SIERRA NOVA
I realize that this may not be easy for you both. Chelsea’s problem is / causing the
teachers...

MALLORY
Can we not use the word “problem”? The book I’m reading right now, Why You 
Suck at Parenting, calls the word “problem” a detriment to a child’s natural 
mental homeostasis.

SIERRA NOVA
I’m afraid it is a problem. A serious one. The teachers at Simpson find Chelsea 
very difficult to work with. 

MALLORY
Is she disruptive? 

SIERRA NOVA
Not so much per se. Sometimes she doesn’t respond when the teachers talk to her,
except to sing in what we think is a foreign language. We’ve put her in time out to
indicate to her that her behavior is counterproductive, but she just continues her  
behavior there.

MALLORY
She’s naturally withdrawn. When something disturbs her, she goes to her room 
and lies on the bed. Her Saturday social behavior coach thinks that when she 
wishes to express her mistrust of our motives, she plays these traditional Viking 
marches.
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WALTER
It always wears off. Sometimes after a day or two. 

SIERRA NOVA
How did she get interested in Viking culture?

MALLORY
Well, it /started . . .

WALTER
We don’t have a clue! She just came home with it one day. Demanded we buy her
a longboat and a broadsword.

MALLORY
She’s a teenager. She’s in a very difficult, confusing period of her physical and 
intellectual development. We think she may have a particularly heavy menstrual 
flow. [Beat. Music starts up again]

WALTER
Oh ferchrissakes.

SIERRA NOVA
So I can say that this behavior is not specific to the school scenario. Does she ever
try to communicate using words?

[Music stops]

WALTER
What do you mean, “words”? Like letters and sounds?

SIERRA NOVA
I ask because we suspect she scribbled a provocative political phrase on her 
homeroom blackboard. [Holds up note] “No woman can call herself free who 
does not control her own body.” It’s from someone named Margaret Singer.

MALLORY
You’re saying Chelsea wrote that?

SIERRA NOVA
Well, the phrase was on the board and Chelsea had been seen walking out of the 
classroom a minute earlier.

MALLORY
Did anyone see her do it?

SIERRA NOVA
No. 

MALLORY
Did you ask her about it?

SIERRA NOVA
Of course we did. We’d be remiss if we didn’t follow though on an incident that 
negatively impacts the fruitful and harmonious culture we strive for at Simpson.
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WALTER
And?

SIERRA NOVA
Chelsea simply stared at us and refused to engage in dialogue. As you know, 
blame can be highly detrimental to a child in her stage. Rather than impose a 
feeling of possibly misplaced guilt, we retracted the inquiry. 

MALLORY
That doesn’t sound like Peaches.

WALTER
Actually, yes it does.

MALLORY
Why don’t you go have some cheese? Sounds like your blood sugar is low.

WALTER
My blood sugar is fine.

SIERRA NOVA
I couldn’t help noticing that you call her “Peaches”? 

MALLORY
She liked peaches as a child. We thought it was so cute. 

WALTER
You did. I’ve always hated that name.

MALLORY
And the books said it wasn’t a bad thing to have a cute nickname for her.

SIERRA NOVA
Books?

WALTER
My wife likes to read books on child raising. As you can see, we have a few.

SIERRA NOVA
And how many books would you say you have?

[SIERRA NOVA starts taking pictures with cell phone]

MALLORY
I just want to know what the best options are. It’s not easy raising a child. I just 
want to do it right. I believe the mark of a good parent is reaching out to all 
possible sources for advice.

WALTER
When I was a kid we didn’t have books.

MALLORY
Walter, please. Not now.
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WALTER
Well, it’s true! You didn’t need books. You did something wrong and you found 
out what the penalty was.

SIERRA NOVA
Have you ever struck Chelsea?

MALLORY
You mean spanking? Oh no! Never!

WALTER
Probably should have. Might have saved us a bunch of trouble.

[Another flurry of writing from SIERRA NOVA]

MALLORY
We do not believe in physical punishment. We prefer to reason with Peaches, so 
she understands our point of view. If we treat her with respect, she will feel 
encouraged to return it.

SIERRA NOVA
And has she?

WALTER
Not yet. But we’re ever so hopeful.

SIERRA NOVA
One of the tenets of Simpson’s belief system says if those in a figurehead position
try to force values on a young adult, it does nothing except inhibit and frustrate 
them. 

WALTER
Then how do you prepare them for life? How do you teach them critical values? 

SIERRA NOVA
We find it difficult if not impossible to find a set of values that will be sufficient 
for every child.

WALTER
Let me try it this way: How do you morally or ethically educate your students?

SIERRA NOVA
We try not to inflict any invasive knowledge on our students. 

WALTER
Isn’t that contradictory to what a school is supposed to do?

SIERRA NOVA
Simpson’s curriculum is crafted around the reality that children resent their 
powerlessness in an adult world. That includes being told what’s right and wrong.
Every child is different, you see. If I may move on. Are you now or have you ever
been pet owners?
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MALLORY
No.

SIERRA NOVA
So there’s no public record of Chelsea interacting with animals? Such as 
domesticated rodents?

MALLORY
Oh, no. Why are you asking? Wait. Hold on. Lisbeth’s mother told me that 
someone poisoned the class’s gerbils. Do you think Chelsea... she would never!

SIERRA NOVA
We don’t know if they were poisoned. That’s only a rumor.

WALTER
I didn’t hear about this. What happened?

SIERRA NOVA
The entire complement of Animal Companions for Class Rainbow, Chelsea’s 
class, was found deceased in their student-created happy-tat.

WALTER
Their what?

SIERRA NOVA
Instead of saying “cage,” which has a frightfully negative connotation, or the 
more clinical term “habitat,” the class created the term “Happy-tat.”

WALTER
So how many were there?

SIERRA NOVA
Six.

WALTER
Six gerbils all died at once? Of what? 

SIERRA NOVA
As I said a minute ago, we’re not sure.

WALTER
Was there an investigation? 

SIERRA NOVA
We’re not equipped to disrupt the students’ collective well-being with that sort of 
activity. We have no evidence that anything was out of line. 

WALTER
Six gerbils kicking the bucket simultaneously is no indication of anything 
unusual? 
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SIERRA NOVA
Simpson staff reviewed the policy on animal containment and decided that the 
keeping of animals in cages was counterproductive to the life lessons we wished 
to impart on our students. 

WALTER
I thought you shied away from life lessons.

SIERRA NOVA
We only teach them when it becomes litigiously necessary. It was left to the class 
to decide how to lay the animals to rest. They had a class vote and decided to use 
an old Norse ceremony that Chelsea had found in research. 

MALLORY
So she does contribute in class! That’s good!

SIERRA NOVA
Not nearly as much as we would like. We were greatly encouraged by her effort 
this time, though. It was unexpected, but we rarely discourage a student’s 
creativity. 

WALTER
Have you ever discouraged a student’s creativity?

SIERRA NOVA
Not to date. Lawyers are expensive. Chelsea is the de facto leader of an after-
school club dedicated to Norse traditions. She and several other girls meet twice a
week and discuss, well, whatever they discuss.

MALLORY
I didn’t know that! See? Now that’s our Peaches!

WALTER
Is anyone else wondering why a teenage girl is so interested in Vikings?

MALLORY
That’s sexist, Walter.

WALTER
Let me rephrase. Is anyone else wondering why a 15-year old girl orders a 
complete set of authentic and extremely expensive Viking battle armor off of 
EBay? 

SIERRA NOVA
So the problem originated at home?

WALTER
Maybe it originated at Simpson.

SIERRA NOVA
Simpson tries to limit its international influences to avoid cultural favoritism. May
I continue?
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WALTER
I can’t wait.

SIERRA NOVA
The gerbils were placed in a wicker boat that the class made all by themselves and
set adrift in the boat pond. The boat was lit and the little gerbils were returned to 
nature’s organic process.

MALLORY
Ohhh. That’s so sad.

WALTER
Does that sound a little weird to anyone? Or is it really just me here?

MALLORY
You’re not seeing it from the children’s point of view. They were probably very 
attached to their little friends.

WALTER
Yeah. Enough for someone to drop strychnine in their kibble.

MALLORY
Stop it! We don’t know that! And Chelsea reached out and found a meaningful 
and symbolic ceremony! I think we should reward her for her profound 
contribution!

SIERRA NOVA
Simpson strives for the most influence-free atmosphere it can. Therefore, in the 
event of an influence, it helps to know the origin of the issue isn’t with us.

WALTER 
Oh, so that’s what this meeting is all about.

MALLORY
Wait. What?

SIERRA NOVA
We have to identify Chelsea’s aberrant behaviors and account for their origins. 
And in Chelsea’s case, this is more critical than usual. 

MALLORY
I’m sorry? What does that mean? “More critical”?

SIERRA NOVA
We think... and this is the final issue I have to bring up. I’m legally bound to say 
up front that we’ve not been able to prove it, but we think that she may know 
something about an assault on a student last week.

MALLORY
Peaches??

WALTER
Oh boy.
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SIERRA NOVA
A student was found in the second-floor men’s bathroom. He had a broken jaw 
and lost three teeth. 

MALLORY
Oh my goodness!

SIERRA NOVA
The student also had evidence of severe trauma to his hands in the form of four 
broken fingers and what looks like aggravated assault to his, umm, manparts area.
He is still in the hospital and refuses to say what happened. We held a school 
assembly to talk about the incident. An anonymous student came forward 
afterwards and claimed that Chelsea had done it in reaction to being, well, we 
classify it as being bullied.

MALLORY
She’s never mentioned any bullying to us. We encourage her to discuss her 
problems!

WALTER
What exactly is it that you classify as “bullied”? I’d like specific details.

SIERRA NOVA
Full disclosure requires that I inform you that the student who was assaulted has a
bit of a history of aggressive behavior and is now on medication for it. 

WALTER
What does “aggressive behavior” mean?

SIERRA NOVA
I am not licensed to elucidate on that. In addition I am under full legal disclosure 
to tell you that several female students have, since this incident, reported that he 
had exhibited inappropriate physical behavior to themselves and others—
including Chelsea, it has been said--on several occasions. Has Chelsea ever 
shown aggressive behavior at home?

MALLORY
Never!

WALTER
Passive aggressive.

MALLORY
Walter.

WALTER
She barely talks half the time. She just withdraws, like we told you. She doesn’t 
do or say anything. She doesn’t act out. She acts in.

SIERRA NOVA
Have there ever been any incidents that might indicate that Chelsea is having 
psychological issues?
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WALTER
Besides a raging case of puberty? Or is that not psychological enough?

SIERRA NOVA
We do recognize that normal growth processes will contribute to a child’s 
difficulty in achieving maturation, but in most cases the child passes through it 
relatively benignly. We’re concerned about Chelsea having extracurricular 
influences that exacerbate her already tricky trip to full womanhood.

MALLORY
I really don’t like where this is going. What are you trying to do? Blame us for 
everything?

SIERRA NOVA
I assure you, Mary, that the Simpson School is doing its best to accommodate 
Chelsea’s behavioral anomalies / in its program.

MALLORY
“Anomalies”?

SIERRA NOVA
It’s only after much conversation between the school psychologist and the 
student’s teachers that we approach the parents.

MALLORY
How “much” conversation has there been? And why am I only hearing about this 
now?

WALTER
We.

SIERRA NOVA
We want to be certain where a student’s antisocial behavior originates. We have 
come to the conclusion that Chelsea’s difficulties originate elsewhere. If we do 
opt to suspend or expel, we have to notify the source of the tuition. 

WALTER
Oh great. Your mother.

SIERRA NOVA
Excuse me?

MALLORY
My mother, Millicent Andersson, pays for Chelsea to attend your school.

SIERRA NOVA
This wasn’t in my notes. Why don’t you pay it?

WALTER
I think that’s none of your business.

SIERRA NOVA
Then this conversation is a mistake.
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MALLORY
How so?

SIERRA NOVA
We are responsible only to the person or entity that funds the student. 

MALLORY
Wait. Are you saying that even though we are her parents, you will talk only to 
the person who pays the tuition?

SIERRA NOVA
Unless we have authorization to reveal private details. Which I don’t see in the 
case file.

MALLORY
We are her parents. We have a right to know what’s going on.

SIERRA NOVA
Then you need to speak with Margaret Andersson.

MALLORY
Her name is Millicent. And I think I’ve heard enough.

SIERRA NOVA
I’m sorry if this unauthorized conversation has become upsetting.

MALLORY
You’re trying to suggest that our daughter is violent.

SIERRA NOVA
I’m just trying to determine if there’s been any similar evidence at home. 

MALLORY
Do you see these books? I have read and underlined every single one of them. I 
could start my own child psychology business if I wanted with everything I’ve 
read. I can assure you that whatever problems Chelsea may or may not be having, 
that they did not originate in this home.

SIERRA NOVA
Our board of trustees needs to be able to document that we are trying to establish 
a nonjudgmental dialogue between the school and the home.

MALLORY
“Nonjudgmental.” You’ve done nothing except accuse our daughter of one thing 
after another. I’d like you to leave.

WALTER
You have to / speak to us.

MALLORY
Walter, shut up!! [To SIERRA NOVA] Good night.
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SIERRA NOVA
[Gathering her files and on exiting] I’m going to have to report that this 
counseling session was unsatisfactory.

MALLORY
Just get out!

[SIERRA NOVA exits]

I’m going to talk to a lawyer about this. This is just unacceptable. 

WALTER
Whatever. Yes. But look, about Chelsea. Maybe she has /a point.

MALLORY
Set the table. [Exits to kitchen]

WALTER
[Low voice] Yes, dear.

MALLORY (OS)
What did you say?

WALTER
Nothing!

MALLORY
[Re-enters, crosses opposite] Peaches? Dinner’s ready. Do you wanna come eat 
with us? Peaches? Honey? We’re having soy meatloaf. Do you want mommy to 
make you something else? We have pasta. Well, if you decide you want to eat, I’ll
leave your dinner in the microwave. You can just heat it up. Okay, Peaches?

WALTER
[Reading from paper he picked up earlier] Look at this. “Bronx teen shoots 
teacher, classmates, self.” She was pissed off about not being allowed to go on a 
class trip.

MALLORY
I don’t care what that woman says. Peaches is fine. And just be thankful that that 
is not our child.
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ACT 1, SCENE 2

Day 5. Simpson School

PEACHES
We are told from numerous sources that we are in charge of our own lives. For 
men, this is certainly true. For women, however, whether in written law or 
accepted custom, that maxim remains an impossibility.

We are brought here together, my broken sisters, by our own experiences of 
physical profanity, condescending lies, and there’s no evidence whatsoever of any
forthcoming redress.

We may be young, little more than children and without long experience, but 
nevertheless we are capable of love, compassion, and greatness. We have looked 
for dignity, but no matter where we turn we find a world increasingly hostile to 
our identities and our privacy. We have asked for guidance, but our parents are 
more afraid of this life than we are, and they cannot love us because they cannot 
love themselves. We want knowledge, we ask for wisdom, but all we are met with
are feeble excuses from those who are charged to help us to mold our futures. 
And our teachers, our would-be role models, are incapable of standing for any 
brave idea. 

We have begged for friendship and a safe place in this world. Yet all we find are 
those who see us only as bodies. They never think to see us as people.

My four lovely sisters, it is clear that no one else will ever be there for us except 
each other. But we know this will not last. Our roads will soon diverge. Our 
experiences have shown us that every road in front of us misleads us to nowhere. 
There is no Promised Land for us, no Valhalla, because we are second class.

It is said that the time of warriors, of explorers, of those who brave new worlds, 
has vanished. That the courage to blaze new paths has been strangled by a 
bureaucracy of cowardice and rationalization. 

So today, we have chosen, all five of us, to renounce what we have been told is 
our lot. We have decided together that if we cannot be accepted and seen as what 
we are and what we could be, then we will use what power we have to deny those 
who disrespect us the pleasure of our submission. We have chosen to abandon this
life and move to the next stage of existence. We are, my beautiful, darling sisters, 
the last true warriors, the Vikings of our age. We will leave our chains behind, 
and face the unknown like true bravehearted women.

So fuck you, upper west side.

.




